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RESUMEN 
 

Este artículo se preocupa por una descripción del desarrollo de un aparato para hacer pruebas de fretting fatiga. El 
dispositivo se encuentra en una maquina  hidráulica universal. El aparato está equipado con dos células de carga que 
permiten medir la fuerza normal y la fuerza tangencial de los contactos, entre la probeta y los contactos metálicos, 
durante la prueba de fatiga. Partiendo que el sistema no es completamente rígido (hay un desplazamiento pequeño de los 
contactos metálicos debido a la deformación de células de carga) hay una necesidad de un extensiometro de medir con 
precisión el desplazamiento relativo entre superficies de contacto (la probeta y los contactos metálicos). El dispositivo 
permite hacer diferentes mediciones entre la probeta y los contactos metálicos, cambiando la posición del contacto entre 
la probeta y los contactos metálicos. Es un aparato versátil que tiene la ventaja principal de medir diferentes variables al 
mismo tiempo. Algunos resultados experimentales se presentarán y serán discutidos en este trabajo que muestra la 
habilidad del aparato para medir las variables pertinentes durante una prueba de fatiga (la carga normal y la carga 
tangencial en los contactos metálicos, y en el desplazamiento relativo entre los contactos metálicos y la probeta). 
 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
This paper is concerned with a description of the development of a fretting fatigue testing apparatus. The device is 
assembled on a universal servo hydraulic testing machine. 
The apparatus is equipped with two load cells allowing the measurement of the normal and the tangential contact forces, 
between the pads and the specimen, during the fatigue test. Since the system is not completely rigid (there is a small 
displacement of the pads due to the load cells deformation, in order to read the forces that act on it) there is a need of an 
extensometer to measure with accuracy the relative displacement between contact surfaces (specimen and pad). The 
device also allows the testing of different relative displacements, for fixed loading conditions, by changing the contact 
position between the pad and the specimen. 
It is a versatile apparatus that has as main advantage the ability to measure a number of different variables during the 
test. 
Some experimental results will be presented and discussed on this work showing the ability of the apparatus to measure 
all the relevant variables during a fatigue test (normal load and tangential load on the pads, and relative displacement 
between the pad and specimen). 
 
ÁREAS TEMÁTICAS PROPUESTAS: Aplicaciones Prácticas en Ingeniería. 
 
PALABRAS CLAVE: Fretting Fatigue; Experimental Apparatus; Loading and displacement parameters. 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCCIÓN 

 
Fretting fatigue testing apparatus must be carefully 
designed in order to meet the objectives of the test to be 
performed. The objectives of these tests (the scientific 
ones) are to understand the mechanisms involved in this 
process and to look for solutions to avoid this type of 
failure (fretting fatigue). Fretting fatigue constitutes a 
serious problem in a wide range of mechanical 
components. The fretting fatigue phenomenon is a 
dangerous situation that arises in many machine and 
engineering structures, such as aircrafts, spacecrafts, 
automobile, electrical equipment, manufacturing 
equipment, human body implants, etc. As an example, 
figure 1 shows one automotive-formed suspension 

component in which the main damaging factor was 
related to fretting fatigue. There is a contact between a 
screw head (with or without washer) and the formed 
component. In this area we have fretting fatigue. Maybe 
there are more types of failure acting together, such as 
corrosion, but the main damaging factor is fretting 
fatigue. 
Fretting fatigue arises wherever to components are in 
contact and there is a small amplitude oscillatory 
movement. This movement is usually the result of one of 
the components of the contact being subjected to cyclic 
stresses.  
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure. 1. One example of a real situation of fretting 
fatigue: a) a formed component; b) detail of the ffretting 

fatigue damaged location 
 

The main problem to understand this process is that 
there are a number of factors that act at the same time 
and some of them have not yet been very well 
understood. For example: slip amplitude, magnitude and 
distribution of contact pressure, the particular material 
combination and the condition of the matting surfaces, 
frictional forces and near surface stresses, cyclic 
frequency, temperature, and environment are some of 
the factors that are important for this phenomenon. 
Many of the local parameters listed above are 
interdependent.  
Generally speaking the scope of the testing can be 
classified into the following areas: simulation of a real 
engineering fretting problem; material ranking tests; 
idealized fretting fatigue tests [1]. The latter tests are 
those where is intended to understand the mechanism of 
the fretting fatigue process. The main advantage of these 
tests is that it is possible to determine the relative 
importance of the variables involved in the process and 
extend this knowledge to a wide range of conditions. 
The device presented in this paper is included in this 
category. The present work relates to the design and the 
validation of this new fretting fatigue device.  
In the technical literature fretting fatigue testing 
equipments can be found ranging from very simple 

devices to more complex systems [1,2,3,4]. Almost all 
the devices for fretting fatigue use a servo hydraulic 
testing machine. In the most common ones are used two 
fretting pads that are pressed against the specimen 
surface. A constant normal load is applied via the lateral 
springs. While the force applied to these springs is kept 
constant, it is possible to apply a cyclic axial stress on 
the specimen (the pads are kept fixed in the vertical axis 
with the help of two springs). With this type of 
apparatus it is only possible to measure the machine 
axial load using a load cell that is part of the servo 
hydraulic testing system. The contact force is measured, 
prior to the test, on each side of the fretting specimen by 
pressure gages, being assumed that it remains constant 
during the whole fretting fatigue test [2,3]. 
The most complete apparatus that can be found in the 
technical literature to perform fretting fatigue 
experiments is shown in figure 2 [4]. This device allows 
accurate measurements of the normal force and the 
tangential contact force, prior and during the test, and 
the relative displacement between contacting surfaces 
during the test. This equipment uses two load cells to 
measure the normal force and four load cells to measure 
the tangential force exerted on the fretting pads by the 
specimen. The friction coefficient may be determined as 
the ratio of the tangential to the normal force value. 

 
 

Figure. 2. Schematic of a type of fretting fatigue 
apparatus [4]. 

 
2. PRESENTATION OF THE FRETTING 

FATIGUE DEVICE DEVELOPED 
 
An exploded view of the fretting fatigue apparatus is 
shown in figure. This view of the device allows looking 
at every component separately.  
The fretting fatigue testing apparatus has been 
developed to work in conjunction with a servo hydraulic 
testing system. Figure 4 shows a picture of this machine. 
The capacity of the servo hydraulic testing machine is 
600 000 N under static conditions and 500000 N for 
fatigue loading The maxim cyclic loading frequency of 
the machine is 50 Hz, but the frequency used in the 
fretting fatigue tests will be around 8 to 12 Hz. 
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Figure. 3. The exploded view of the equipment described in this paper 

 
 

The equipment was conceived to work at ambient 
temperature, in laboratory environment, but can be 
adapted to work at low and high temperature tests. 
 

 
 

Figure. 4. The fretting fatigue apparatus assembled in 
the servo hydraulic test machine 

 
The device uses a specimen with a special shape. The 
specimen has two flat faces (A and B) and works only in 
the vertical position. The bottom side of the specimen 
remains fixed (on the fixed part of the machine), the 
cyclic varying load being applied on the top part of the 
specimen by the actuator of the machine. The geometry 
of the specimen is presented in figure 5. 
 

 
 

Figure. 5. The specimen geometry 
 
Two cylindrical fretting pads are used which are 
clamped onto the lateral guiding parts of the apparatus. 
The two pads are pressed normal to the flat faces of the 
specimen by means of two metal springs, which are 
loaded by adjustable screws (see figures 3 and 6). 
The mechanical properties of the materials used for the 
specimen and the pads are given in Table 1. 
 

Mechanical properties  
Young 

modulus 
(GPa) 

0.2% Yield 
strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 

Rupture 
strain 
(%) 

a 70 499 554 10.2 
b 210 1100 1250 10 

 
Table 1 Mechanical properties of the materials used for 

the specimen (a- Al7175 alloy) and the pads (b-
34CrNiMo6steel) 
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Figure. 6. Detail of the fretting fatigue apparatus 
 

The required normal load between specimen and pads is 
given by the compression of the springs, which can be 
adjusted and measured with a load cell. When the cyclic 
load is applied to the specimen, the pads and the frame 
have tendency to move upwards and downwards. To 
avoid this movement two vertical springs acting on the 
pads are used (see figures 3 and 6). 
This apparatus seems to be able to reproducing the 
fretting fatigue phenomenon. This fretting fatigue 
apparatus is robust (rigid) enough to be used with 
various pad geometries (replaceable fretting contact 
pads) and under variable loading conditions. 
 
3. VARIABLES MEASURED DURING THE 
FRETTING FATIGUE TESTS AND DISCUSSION 

OF RESULT OBTAINED 
 
The parameters that can be recorded (and some of them 
controlled) during the test with this apparatus are the 
following: 
 
a. The normal contact load that is applied to either side 
of the specimen by means of the spring and screw; 
 
b. The tangential contact load that is applied to avoid the 
movement; 
 
c. The relative displacement between contacting 
surfaces (specimen and pad). 
 
To monitor these three variables two load cells and one 
extensometer are used. 
The load cells (see figures 3 and 7) allow controlling the 
normal contact force and the tangential contact force 
prior to testing and the monitoring of those forces during 
the fatigue test. A 1000 N load cell is used for 
measuring the tangential force and a 2500 N load cell is 
used for measuring the normal force.  
The MTS extensometer, which measures the relative 
displacement between pads and specimen, has been 
adapted to the shape of both the specimen and the pads. 
One knife edge of the extensometer was attached to the 
pad where a cut has been made (so that the knife edge 
does not slip during the test), and the other knife edge 

was attached to the specimen. The extensometer was 
clamped to the specimen and to the pad with two metal 
springs (see figure 7). 
 

 
 

Figure. 7. View of the fretting fatigue apparatus 
 

To record all the variables in real time a data acquisition 
system (Spider 8) that can be seen in figure 8 was used. 
The data acquisition system show in figure 8 sends the 
information to the computer. It has been used a program 
(Catman 3.1) that records the data at the same time from 
the two load cells and from the extensometer. 
 

 
 

Figure. 8. The data acquisition system 
 
The computer that works in conjunction with the servo 
hydraulic test machine records different testing variables 
such as the machine axial cyclic load that is applied on 
the specimen, the time, the number of cycles, the stroke 
and the strain. 
The set up of the apparatus is being concluded and the 
initial tests are underway. In what follows preliminary 
results are presented and some of the features are 
discussed. 
The axial load of the machine was cycled between 
constant limits, from a minimum of 0,8 N to a maximum 
of 8000 N with a sinusoidal cycle.  
The axial cyclic load applied to the specimen was 
monitored with the load cell of the machine. Figure 9a 
shows the load history of the load. Figures 9b and 9c 
show the load history of the normal and the tangential 
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force, respectively. Figure 9d shows the variation of the 
relative displacement with time. 
 
Normal load 
 
In most equipments described in the technical literature 
[2,3] it is assumed that the normal force (between pads 
and specimen) is kept constant during the fretting 
fatigue tests, but this is not realistic. The normal force is 
set to a given value prior to the test, but this value will 
change during the test. The pads have tendency to move 
back and forward this being one of the reasons why on 
figure 9b a small variation of the normal force is 
observed. As a fact this variation is expected due to the 
symmetric deformation of the specimen in the direction 
transversal to the direction of the load applied by the 
machine. This is the reason why the machine cycle and 
the normal load cycles are shifted by 180º. This effect is 
clearly captured by the load cell that monitors this force.  
It is also expected that during the test the mean value of 
this normal load may decrease due to wear of the 
specimen and pads.  
 
Tangential load 
 
The tangential force is a consequence of the contact 
friction between pads and specimen. It can be seen that 
although the waveform is almost the same as the one of 
the applied load, the tangential load is slightly shift in 
relation to the applied load. This is not fully understood 
yet but it seems that it may be explained by the overall 
compliance of the system, or by the friction regime (slip 
or stick/slip regime), or both. A deeper analysis and 
some more test results will be needed to fully understand 
this behaviour.  
 
Relative displacement 
 
A special device with adapted legs was used to measure 
the relative displacement between the contact bodies.  
The knife edges of the extensometer were fixed exactly 
perpendicular on the specimen surface and on the pad, 
because only in this case the exactly relative 
displacements between two points (one on the specimen 
and the other one on the pad) can be read. 
The shape of the waves is very smooth and follows the 
waveform of the load machine, as expected. 
Exact quantification of the loads and displacement still 
need a calibration of springs and an assessment of the 
compliance of the system.  
More tests are needed to fully understand the shape of 
the waves and its relation to the previous features and to 
the friction regime. However it seems that every small 
detail can be captured by the load cells and 
extensometer.  
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Figure. 9. The load history during the fretting fatigue 

test: a. the axial load of the servo hydraulic machine; b. 
the normal load; c. the tangential load, d. the relative 

displacement. 
 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The design and the utilities of a newly developed 
fretting fatigue apparatus have been described. It is a 
very versatile apparatus that has as main advantage the 
ability to measure a number of different variables during 
the test. It is to set and record the normal and tangential 
loads and the relative displacement specimen/pads. It 
also allows the study of the effect of changes on the 
relative displacement for the same loading conditions by 
changing the contact position between pads and 
specimen. This will allow a better understanding of the 
influence of this very important variable while keeping 
constant all the other parameters. 
It also appears that every small detail (load or 
displacement) can be detected and recorded by the 
equipment. It will thus be possible to assess the 
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influence of the referred variables and this will allow a 
better understanding of the fretting phenomena. 
Further tests and calibrations are needed in order to 
properly quantify the variables.  
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